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Zitcom

Creating a leader in Danish SME Cloud Solutions
through organic growth and acquisitions

About Zitcom Group

Why did we invest in Zitcom?

Founded in 2000 and based in Skanderborg, Denmark,
Zitcom is a leading Danish hosting and cloud solutions
provider with activities in the mass hosting space, focused
on the SME market.

We see value in businesses serving a SME customer base,
particularly those with high recurring revenue, strong
revenue retention levels and a ‘Cloud Solutions’ product
or service. We know from experience that there can be
significant benefits from increasing scale for such
businesses. This dynamic can also be attractive to strategic
buyers once developed. So to find an entry point, we
identified Denmark as a country with a particularly
fragmented customer base and met with a number of key
SME Cloud Services players there. We ultimately identified
Zitcom as the business that had the best technology

The Group had already demonstrated over ten years of
consistent revenue growth before Hg partnered with them
in 2015. Just over a year later, at the time of Hg’s exit,
Zitcom provided cloud services to over 100,000 business
and private customers in Denmark, operating under the
brands Zitcom, Wannafind, UnoEuro, Curanet, ScanNet
and Cloud.dk.

platform and strongest management team in this space.
With an entry point identified, we quickly recognised
ScanNet as a compelling target for a first acquisition,
creating immediate scale in the business.

The investment process
We approached the Founder and CEO at Zitcom , Stefan
Rosenlund, first supporting him in a shareholder transition
at Zitcom, backing him and his management team, then
acquiring ScanNet. We had to carefully manage both of these
situations in parallel, investing first in Zitcom, then ScanNet,
within two weeks of each other before Christmas 2015.

How did we create value?
Know-how: reinforcing a great management team
Zitcom already had an energised management team who had demonstrated great success over the prior decade.
Bolstering the team with functional experts made it possible to stretch the business even further.

Who did we back?

Stretch: consolidating Danish
SME Hosting
Zitcom had a leading technical platform with a strong
team capable of integrating M&A.
Hg supported management in their vision of
consolidating the Danish SME Hosting segment.

Acquisition

Stefan Rosenlund – CEO of Zitcom
An entrepreneurial Founder and CEO, Stefan built Zitcom into a sector leader from its beginnings
in 2000. He was looking to support his vision to consolidate the Danish SME cloud hosting sector.

(Founded in 2000)

Date

Dec 2015
Jan 2016

• Co-founded the business in 2000
• Led the development of the Group to a sector leader

Dec 2016
Ole Jensen – CTO of Zitcom

Phil Male – Non-executive Director

• Responsible for developing Zitcom’s
strong and flexible tech platform

• Brought in by Hg as part of the
investment

• Led the technical integration of
all acquisitions

• Significant experience in the
hosting industry from UK2 and
Cable & Wireless

Apr 2017
Jun 2017
Organic growth

Claus Brandstrup – CFO of Zitcom

Henrik Dyring – Chairman

• Joined as part of the acquisition of
Zitcom as its first professional CFO

• Brought in by Hg in April 2016

• Drove technical aspects of M&A

2015-17
Jun 2017

• Experience in online tech, SME sales
and business transformation
The expanded Zitcom Group became a leading player in
the Danish marketplace, almost doubling its customers
whilst more than doubling its revenue and profit.

What did we achieve?
Hg has been a fantastic partner at Zitcom Group and has helped us mature – both as a
business and as individuals. Hg has been a huge asset in developing Zitcom Group into a
strong and sector-leading hosting group ready for new challenges and new ownership.
Stefan Rosenlund

Exit
Increase

No. customers

x1.7

Revenue

x2.4

EBITDA

Margin

x2.9
+6% pts

This scale we achieved made us a clear stand out leader in Denmark for SME Cloud Solutions
with over 100,000 customers. As we had planned, this led to a number of inbound approaches
from strategic players that wanted to consolidate Denmark into their own platforms.
In June 2017 we sold the business to Intelligent Group who we believe are great partners
for Zitcom and the management team to achieve the next stage of the company’s
development. This delivered an attractive exit for Hg and its investors at 3.3x over
18 months, generating 141% IRR.

3.3x
141% p.a.

Investment return multiple of cost

Gross IRR

